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1. COURSE SPECIFICS

Elementary French

....

A. Title:

B. HourslWeek:

C. Units:

D. Prerequisites:

E. Course Description:

F. Field 'frips:

G. Method of Grading:

H. Repeatability:

Elementary French

3 lecture hours and 2 laboratory hours each course

3 units each course

FREN lA: Advisories: ENOL 93 or 94; or ESL 82 or 160 or
placement in ENGL 96 or ESL 170 or any City College or
university foreign language course

French 113: French!..\. with a final grade of C orhigher-or
demonstration of French lA exit skills

Grammar composition and reading. Practice in speaking and
understanding French.

N/A

Option of letter grades or credit I no credit grades

N/A
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II. CATALOG DESCRIPTION

FREN lA-lB. Elementary French (3-3)
Lec-3, lab-2 CR/NCR avail.
Recom.: Completion of ENGL 94 or higher or ESL 82 or higher or any City College or university
foreign language course
Prereq.: FREN IB: FREN IA
Beginner's course!'. Grammar, composition and reading. Practice in speaking and understanding
French. CSUIUC/CAN: FREN 2
FREN IA-IB = FREN I

III. COURSE OBJECTIVES

These sections of French IA-lB are telecourses based on the PBSNale University production,
French in Action. The general description of French in Action is as follows:

.. French in Action combines video, audio and print to teach French in the dynamic context of
French-speaking cultures. Each program is composed of an episode of the story followed by a
variety of images that illustrate its contents. Entirely in French, each program allows learners to
see and hear native speakers interacting in familiar situations. As a -esult, students learn to
associate what they hear with the situations they see, while learning to understand and to use
authentic French."

When students have finished this course, they should be able to

A. identify the basic sounds and rhythms of the French language and reproduce them as
accurately as possible.

B. analyze and synthesize the principles of syntax introduced at this level.

C. apply these principles when creating new sentences.

D. review and analyze authentic French documents, comparing information therein, as well as
integrate the information from said documents into written materials and conversations.

E. demonstrate knowledge of information concerning franco-culture around the world.
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IV. COURSE CONTENT

French lA

A. Introduction (Chapter 1)
B. Greetings (Chapter 2)
C. Planning and anticipating (Chapter 3)
D. Names and origin (Chapter 4)
E. Kinship (Chapters 5-6)
F. Describing others (Chapters 7-8)
G. Meetings (Chapters 9-12)

French IB

A. Talking about plans (Chapters 12[review] -15)
B. OCcupations (Chapters 16-18)
C. Education (Chapters 19-21)
D. The telephone (Chapters 12)
E. Getting around/transportation (Chapters (23)

The above topics are supplemented by cultural topics on video and authentic documents in the
text.
The content of this telecourse corresponds to similar content in the traditional classroom
French lA-IB courses; in fact, in many colleges, the materials are the base of the first semester
program.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

General methodology: Students attend a two hour orientation, two hour midterm exam, and a
two hour final exam, and are encouraged to attend two two-hour review sessions during the
semester. In addition, they view the course videos from French in Action (11 half hour
segments, viewed at least twice) plus they see 11 hours of the French cultural program
"Aujourd'hui en France". Additionally, they must work with the audio cassettes and the
workbook exercises to which they devote at least one hour for each of the lessons covered.

A. Assignments

1. Required viewing of the 11 hours of French ;rz Action videos in each course.

2. Required viewing of the 11 hours of "Aujourd'hui in France" cultural videos.

3. Required listening to the audio cassettes in conjunction with the textual materials.

4. Required work with the self-correcting exercises and pretests in the workbook to achieve
mastery of the materials.

5. Bi-weekly contact by telephone with the instructor.

•
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B. Evaluation

The final grade will be based upon

1. Chapter tests which are graded and returned to students

2. Mid-tenn examination to be taken in class.

6. Comprehensive written final examination, including oral components, taken in class.

C. Texts and Other Materials

Texts: French in Action - textbook, workbook" study guide and audio tapes.
P. Capretz, Yale University Press

French lA covers Chapters 1 - 12
French IB covers Chapters 12 (review) - 23

VI. REQUESTED CREDIT CLASSIFICATION

CreditlDegree applicable [meets all standards of Title V, Section.55002(a)]


